Abstract: I have created this model on the basis of theoretical analysis of the information (so far known) in the field of the data mining and analytical-synthetic approaches to problem solving. The analysis in my approach is understood as a scientific method which is based on the decomposition of the whole (the input of universe) to elemental parts. The aim of the analysis is to identify essential and necessary features of the elementary parts of the whole, to identify their nature and patterns. Synthesis is understood as a process of a new joining (neo composition) of two or more elemental parts into the final unit so that the information obtained can lead to a better understanding of relationships between the modeled objects and phenomena and can become the next input universe of the analytical and synthetic modeling.
Introduction
In the Matrix Model of Structure of General Chemistry Curriculum which has already been published we reported that the curricular process of chemistry represents the symbiosis of variable forms of curriculum, which Zaskodny (Zaskodny, 2009 ) defines as an Attained Curriculum (the content of education on the part of educational entities). This curriculum has a form of a learned curriculum which is modified by recipients of education on the basis of their own experience and interests and extracurricular experience and activities.
The knowledge of the curricular process of chemistry, didactic communication of chemistry and of their structure is shown by the analytical-synthetic models, which have already been published. In these analytical-synthetic models it is possible to find the system conception of high school chemistry as a starting universum of chemistry education with respectation of both needs and possibilities of recipients of this education. Recipients of chemistry education are part of construction and expression of variable forms of Conceptual Curriculum of specific chemistry disciplines (mentioned above), the aim of which is to ensure the transition from Conceptual Curriculum to Attained Curriculum. The Conceptual Curriculum presents scientific system of chemistry.
The logical connection of chosen analytical-synthetic models, which respect the continuity of variable forms of chemistry curriculum from the point of view of methods of modelling of the structural elements of this Conceptual Curriculum, creates more general view of matrix models (e.g., Intended Curriculum).
The inspiration for general conception of analytical-synthetic modelling is the work of authors Tarabek and Zaskodny (Tarabek & Zaskodny, 2002) .
Content and Methods
Figure 1 represents the general introduction which is needful for basic comprehension of the analytical-synthetic modelling of a cognitive structure. This analytical-synthetic models have become the starting point for the matrix model of the structure of general chemistry curriculum:  From solutions of chemical processes investigation to delimitation of methods of chemical processes description  From chemistry as natural science to the identification of the subject matter studied by chemistry as concrete natural science  From the subject of chemistry investigation as concrete natural science to the realization of a switch from the investigation of chemical substances → to the investigation of chemical processes  Analytical synthetic model of conceptual curriculum of general chemistry  Analytical synthetic model of conceptual curriculum of biochemistry Selected structural elements of these models form the basis of the main diagonal of the matrix modeling by Zaskodny (Zaskodny, 2009) . In the following text we work with the above mentioned models and we created the model of a matrix structure of general chemistry curriculum for 1st year of grammar school, which is defined on the one hand as a sequence of successive elements of the main diagonal of the matrix and on the other hand as groups of elements of the matrix forming the knowledge-concept systems from I to V.
The elements of the main diagonal of the matrix form the definition line of this matrix and they are often called units of curriculum (Zaskodny, 2009 ). 
Results

Knowledge-concept System I
This knowledge-concept system represents the first part of the basic curriculum on a cognitive level of the 1st year of the four-year grammar school in the Czech Republic.
Identification of the chemistry as concrete science (chemistry studying natural objects -chemical elements and characteristics of natural objects -existence of chemical substances) 
Knowledge-concept System IV
Typology of biochemically important substances (carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, enzymes, hormones, vitamins), typology of metabolic processes (on the intracellular and extracellular levels).
Generating elements of the definition line: from the fourteenth to the eighteenth element of the definition line.
Knowledge-concept System V
Applications of biochemistry as an area to ensure the functionality of living systems (this knowledge-concept system usually forms the contents of the current chemistry textbooks).
Generating elements of the definition line: from the eighteenth to the twenty-first element of the definition line.
Proposal of elements from No. 1 to No. 8 (units of curriculum) of the main diagonal (the definition line) of the matrix model of chemistry curriculum for 1st year of the grammar school.
(1) The 1st element of the main diagonal Chemistry as one of the natural sciences exploring natural objects and processes among them.
(2) The 2nd element of the main diagonal The investigated natural objects and their classification.
Contents (analytical-synthetic model called "From chemistry as natural science to the identification of a subject matter investigated with chemistry as concrete natural science"). Contents (analytical-synthetic model called "Model of conceptual curriculum of general chemistry").

The subject of investigation of chemistry as concrete natural science.  Chemistry studying the changes of substances on the level of their structural particles (atoms and molecules).
Chemistry studying the chemical reactions and phenomena, which accompany these reactions (exchange of particles in the reaction system, energy exchange between the reacting system and its surroundings, changes in the characteristics of systems caused by chemical reactions).
Applied cognitive structural method -matrix modelling
The corresponding variant form of curriculum -part of knowledge-concept system of Intended Curriculum equivalent to that part of the curriculum of didactic system of chemistry for four-year grammar school in the Czech Republic, which is the basic curriculum for chemistry at the grammar school.
Proposal Applied cognitive structural method -matrix modelling The corresponding variant form of curriculum -part of knowledge-concept system of Intended Curriculum equivalent to that part of the curriculum of didactic system of chemistry for a four-year grammar school in the Czech Republic, which is the follow-up curriculum following the basic curriculum for chemistry at the grammar school.
The above method can in principle be used for modelling educational contents of many science disciplines, but also for modelling the humanities disciplines.
Discussion and Conclusion
Zaskodny (Zaskodny, 2009 ) calls the analysis of curriculum and getting hold of curriculum by students a curricular process. Thanks to the acceptance of this term and its modification for educational process of chemistry, it is possible to use the term curricular process of chemistry in the reality of education.
Educational Programs which are obligatory for concrete schools. This chapter offers to examine, possibly compare an attractive modelling of logical structures of subject matter on different levels on the one hand, and a traditional, although innovated strategy of working up and transforming scientific findings on the other hand. The innovation of the educational strategies can be based not only on perfection of the current strategies, but also on quite new integral maps of individual branches, which have been already described abroad. Modeling of the logical structures of sets of branches is becoming a European, even a world trend as well. The trend breaking into the pedagogical sphere, too. The aim of this modelling is to offer a rounded-off structure of information, which can be accepted within the scope of a logical system of science without any necessary simplification.
